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Akame ga KILL! ZERO, Vol. 5
On her sixteenth birthday, orphan Himari Momochi inherits her ancestral estate that she's never seen. Momochi House exists on the barrier between the human
and spiritual realms, and Himari is meant to act as guardian between the two worlds. But on the day she moves in, she finds three handsome squatters already
living in the house, and one seems to have already taken over her role! -- VIZ Media

Akame ga KILL!
Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! at the same time as Japan!

Akame ga KILL!, Vol. 7
They say idiots don't catch colds, but Kai sure has been lovesick over Riko. There's a fireworks festival around the corner, but instead of asking Riko along, he
decides to just not go! When class-representative work keeps them late at school anyway, it looks like the perfect chance for Kai to collect his feelings and
confessWith summer vacation approaching and fireworks booming overhead, will the feelings Kai has precariously kept under wraps finally explode?

Skybourne #1
Akame and her comrades enjoy a moment of calm before the impending assault against the Capital. Night Raid has lost many dear friends in their fight against the
Empire and are resolved to do whatever must be done so that their comrades' sacrifices will not be in vain. But the Empire has brought more than resolve to the
battlefield: Esdeath and the Minister have prepared a special "welcoming committee" to greet the approaching rebels. Battle lines are drawn as the final attack
begins!!
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Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Vol. 4
The teigu showdown between Night Raid and the Jaegers begins, with the battle between sisters Akame and Kurome taking the explosive center stage! But a clash
of teigus never ends without casualties

Akame ga KILL! ZERO, Vol. 3
Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! at the same time as Japan.

Akame ga KILL!
Rumors stir throughout the land: when the wielder of the black sword draws his dark blade, all who stand in its path are torn asunder! K inzell, the mysterious
young boy who carries the black sword, undeniably wields it with exceptional skill, but can he truly be responsible for the bloody rumors? Pursued by the
Traitorous Lances, four powerful warriors who were thought to have been defeated by the Seven Heroes, the strength of the young swordsman will be tested to its
limit. At battle's end, only the shocking truth of K inzell's quest will stand above the corpses of his enemies An epic fantasy on the grandest of scales!

Akame ga KILL!
Night Raid have arrived to rescue their captured membersnot realizing they might be walking straight into a trap! Becoming locked in battle with the Empire's two
strongest warriors, Night Raid push themselves to their limits--and beyond. Mine is as determined to have Tatsumi out of Esdeath's clutches as the commander is
to have her way with him--but what will be the cost of his freedom?

Akame ga KILL!
Though their comrades dealt a blow to the Oarburghs, Akame, Kurome, and Natala remain at Mera's mercy. While the Oarburghs' leader has no sympathy to
spare for Natala-or any man, for that matter-she offers her female captives a chance to learn the truth. Recognizing Akame's doubts, Mera takes the young assassin
around the Empire to see the suffering of its people firsthand, but will Akame be willing to open her eyes?

Akame ga KILL!
While on a mission to exterminate a new type of Danger Beast, Tatsumi is reunited with none other than General Esdeath! With one last chance to win Esdeath
over to Night Raid's side, will Tatsumi prove fruitful in his efforts?
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Akame ga KILL! ZERO
Teigu--powerful weapons imbued with great wisdom and forged under the reign of the first emperor. It's said that when two teigu-wielding opponents clash, one
will die--there are no exceptions. As the assassination team Night Raid continues to rid their Capital of corruption and filth, one head at a time, they also draw the
ire of the Empire's strongest teigu-wielding allies. With a bloodred target on their backs, Tatsumi, Akame, and the rest of Night Raid become embroiled in an allout life-or-death struggle!

Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Chapter 2
General Esdeath assembles a special police squad called the Jaegers and sets her sights on the annihilation of Night Raid in the name of the emperor. Meanwhile,
Tatsumi, desperate to overcome the loss of another ally, decides to participate in a grand fighting tournament engineered by Esdeath herself

Hatsu*Haru
Hisame has won both a position as Commander and Princess Rinzu's hand, but the happy days ahead are limited With wartime always looming, what is next for
the warriors defending Soukai? Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! at the same time as Japan!

Is This a Zombie?
A new, original series from celebrated creator Frank Cho (Totally Awesome Hulk, Savage Wolverine)! nFull of fast-paced action, Skybourne is Indiana Jones
meets James Bond with fantasy elements thrown in. Cho describes it as "one of the most cinematic stories I've envisioned." The legend of King Arthur is alive and
well in modern day. Only one man, Skybourne, can stop the evil Merlin from destroying the world.

Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Vol. 3
Kurome and her team set out in search of the king's grave but end up captured by the grave keepers! Akame's team heads out to rescue her--will the two sisters
finally be reunited?! This third volume is the hottest and hardest yet of Akame ga KILL! Zero, the prequel series to the hit dark fantasy Akame ga KILL!

Akame ga KILL!
The bestselling team of ED BRUBAKER and SEAN PHILLIPS (THE FADE OUT, CRIMINAL, FATALE) launch their new monthly series: KILL OR BE
KILLED, the twisted story of a young man who is forced to kill bad people, and how he struggles to keep his secret as it slowly ruins his life and the lives of his
friends and loved ones. Both a thriller and a deconstruction of vigilantism, KILL OR BE KILLED is unlike anything BRUBAKER & PHILLIPS have ever done.
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Hinowa ga CRUSH!
The assassination of Bolic has spurred the oppressed citizens of the Empire into open revolt. In response, the Minister of State appoints his son, Shula, head of the
secret police. Even the Jaegers begin questioning the Empire's leadership as Shula, leading a band of ruthless warriors from around the world, uses his new power
to terrorize the populace--regardless of their allegiance to the Empire!!

Hinowa ga CRUSH!
Tatsumi's fantasy of leading a righteous assassin's life is brutally shattered when Sheele is lost in battle. But though Tatsumi resolves to stand tall against his sorrows,
a new group of teigu-wielders appears before him: the Three Beasts!! In the battle between teigus, where there can be only one victor, who will fall prey to death?!

Akame ga KILL! ZERO
In the midst of her first battle, Hinowa takes on the woman who killed her mother, Yomihime. Can Hinowa and her friends survive on the merciless battlefield?
Then, a new and crazed general attacks from the Tenro Nation, and the warfare gets even fiercer !--EndFragment--

Akame ga KILL!
Syura's secret police capture Tatsumi and Lubbock during their reconnaissance mission! Tatsumi comes face-to-face with General Esdeath once more, but will
they join forces? And what awaits Tatsumi should he refuse? Love and death intertwine!

Akame ga KILL!
Wakoku is an island nation to the east under the weight of civil war. Hinowa, a woman who fishes for a living, enters the battle looking to make a name for herself
but instead loses her life in battle. Her daughter, Hinata, takes her mother's name and pledges to put an end to these warring times. Then a girl with black hair
washes up on the shore Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! the same time as Japan!

Ubel Blatt
Teenage country bumpkin Tatsumi dreams of earning enough money for his impoverished village by working in the Capital--but his short-lived plans go awry
when he's robbed by a buxom beauty upon arrival! Penniless, Tatsumi is taken in by the lovely Miss Aria, but just when his Capital dreams seem in reach yet again,
Miss Aria's mansion is besieged by Night Raid--a team of ruthless assassins who targets high-ranking members of the upper class! As Tatsumi is quick to learn,
appearances can be deceiving in the Capital, and this team of assassins just might bethe good guys?!
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Akame ga KILL!
Life - or undeath? - isn't easy for Ayumu Aikawa. A seemingly normal high schooler, he is in fact a zombie who serves as a bodyguard to an introverted
necromancer. But his already complicated existence becomes even more outlandish when he accidently steals the powers of a magical girl, transforming into one
himself - complete with frilly dress and pink chainsaw!! How's a reanimated corpse supposed to keep his head on his shoulders with roommates like these girls
around the house?

The Demon Prince of Momochi House, Vol. 1
The Tenrou army, led by the Ten Stars and King Zuou, have advanced upon Nagisa Castle, where Hinowa and the rest of the Soukai forces must defend their
strongholdor risk losing everything! Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! at the same time as Japan!

Akame ga KILL!
It's Night Raid versus the Jaegers in Volume 5 of the hit dark fantasy Akame ga KILL! When the Jaegers' Dr. Stylish attacks the Night Raid base, Tatsumi and the
others are forced out of their hideout to escape the deadly assassin! Pursued by Dr. Stylish's army of experimental soldiers, Night Raid must defeat the mad
scientist or risk being made his next test subjects!

Akame ga KILL!
Mera's carefully guided tour of the Empire has opened Akame's eyes to the suffering of its people. However, the Oarburghs' loose alleigance to whoever pays them
is an even less-palatable philosophy than that of the Rebel Army. Up until now, Akame has resisted Mera's advances--professional and intimate--but with her
captor's patience running thin and her sword out of reach, Akame will have to rely on a whole new set of skills if she wants to survive!

Akame ga KILL!
They believed that every time they took a life, they brought happiness to another Before becoming Night Raid's deadliest ally, Akame was a young girl bought by
the Empire and raised as an assassin whose sole purpose was to slaughter everything in her path. Because that's what makes people happyright? Discover Akame's
shocking past in Akame ga KILL! Zero, the prequel to the hit series Akame ga KILL!

Skull-face Bookseller Honda-san
The battle for the Empire rages on, with huge losses on all sides. While the Emperor's monstrous Supreme Teigu pummels Tatsumi-and anyone else unfortunate
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enough to be in its path-Esdeath makes her final stand against Akame and the Revolutionary Army's last regiment of teigu wielders. Terrible sacrifices have been
made to give Night Raid this chance, and more will be demanded before the battle is through. With the hopes of the people resting on Night Raid's shoulders, the
future of the Empire will be decided in the final volume of Akame ga KILL!

Kill Or Be Killed #1
Mine is starting to realize her feelings for Tatsumi while Najenda has hardened her resolve for the decisive battle. With all kinds of emotions running through their
hearts, the members of Night Raid storm the cathedral. But the one to intercept them is none other than "the Empire's strongest"--Esdeath!!

Akame ga KILL!
The Tenrou Nation's Ten Stars have gathered, and the territory-hungry nation is keen to advance on Soukai. As armies begin to move, those in Soukai have other
concerns-the idolized Princess Rinzu is set to take a groom! Hisame is determined to have the princess as his wife, but first he must win her hand in a trial
determined by the king of SoukaiWill Hisame succeed and prove himself worthy, or will the dirty tactics of the other bridegroom challengers ruin his chance at
love?

Akame ga KILL! ZERO
General Esdeath assembles a special police squad called the Jaegers and sets her sights on the annihilation of Night Raid in the name of the emperor. Meanwhile,
Tatsumi, desperate to overcome the loss of another ally, decides to participate in a grand fighting tournament engineered by Esdeath herself

Akame ga KILL! ZERO
When you work in a Japanese bookstore like Honda-san, there are a million and one things to keep track of. Managing new releases, accounting for the revival of
titles from the grave, understanding the unique(ly maddening) quirks of each manga publisher-it's enough to leave anyone bone-tired!

Akame ga KILL! ZERO
Akame and her allies are on a mission to find the Revolutionary Army, but standing in their way is the leader of the Oarburgh Assassin's group! How will Akame
overcome such a dangerous adversary?

Akame ga KILL!
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Friends and family of the fallen have rallied to take revenge against the Empire's assassination unit-and with them is one Akame and her team had thought lost.
Brainwashed, Najasho turns against his former allies, badly injuring Pony. Down a fighter, the assassination unit will have to employ every technique-and teiguavailable to send their attackers to join their loved ones in eternal restin pieces!

Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Chapter 30
The tombs are littered with the captives and corpses of friend and foe alike. The rescue mission has become a bloody massacre as wave after wave of unrelenting
Gravekeepers strikes at the elite team. Will the backup's backup succeed where two other teams have failed!?

Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Chapter 29
The unhinged Commander of Tenrou Nation, Kyoukotsu, has laid siege to Shiranui Fortress. Hinowa and friends are on high alert, determined to hold the
fortress no matter what comes their way. But what Kyoukotsu schemes is beyond their comprehension, and it will take all their combined efforts to impede the
infamous Commander. Meanwhile, plans are stirring in the Tenrou Nation, and an unexpected face makes an appearance

Hinowa ga CRUSH!, Chapter 25
Akame's physical recovery after her harrowing experience with the Oarburghs is relatively quick, but her mind is still racked with confusion. The suffering of the
people, not to mention the suffering of her sister, is undeniable. But rash action on a team where even perceived betrayal is dealt with swiftly and harshly would be
dangerous. Akame must resolve her intentions soon. The enemies of Squad "A" are growing-and even now, they are gathering together to take out their common
foe

Akame ga KILL!
Hinowa and company fight hard to protect their position on the Soukai Plains against the Tenrou Army's night raidDespite her initial success, the Tenrou Ten
Stars are not so easily turned back Read the next chapter of Hinowa ga CRUSH! at the same time as Japan!

Hinowa ga CRUSH!
Akame and her teammates have finally arrived at the headquarters of the religious organizationbut awaiting them are both the Jaegers and the Four Rakshasa
Demons from the Temple of the Imperial Fist! And in the midst of the most intense battle yet, Mine finally gets her chance to confront Seryu!! Akame and her
teammates have finally arrived at the headquarters of the religious organizationbut awaiting them are both the Jaegers and the Demons from the Temple of the
Imperial Fist! And in the midst of the most intense battle yet, Mine finally gets her chance to confront Seryu!!
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Akame ga KILL! ZERO, Vol. 9
Akame and her teammates have finally arrived at the headquarters of the religious organizationbut awaiting them are both the Jaegers and the Four Rakshasa
Demons from the Temple of the Imperial Fist! And in the midst of the most intense battle yet, Mine finally gets her chance to confront Seryu!! Akame and her
teammates have finally arrived at the headquarters of the religious organizationbut awaiting them are both the Jaegers and the Demons from the Temple of the
Imperial Fist! And in the midst of the most intense battle yet, Mine finally gets her chance to confront Seryu!!
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